In vivo neuronal tracing with GFP-TTC gene delivery.
The retrograde transport and transynaptic transfer properties of the nontoxic tetanus toxin C-fragment (TTC) can be used to visualize specific neural pathways or to deliver biomolecules in the central nervous system (CNS). Here we tested different delivery techniques to explore the potential use of a new GFP-TTC fusion construct for use as a genetic tracer in vivo. Plasmids encoding GFP-TTC were targeted to brain regions using intracerebral grafted transfected cells or adenoviral transduction. Transport was monitored using GFP fluorescence. We show that following GFP-TTC synthesis in grafted transfected cells, the TTC fragment alone, with no signal peptide, is necessary and sufficient to provide secretion and uptake of the fusion protein into neighboring neurons around the injection site. Using an adenoviral vector to express the fusion protein into brain neurons, we show that transduced neurons can deliver the fusion protein specifically into connected neurons, demonstrating that synaptic transfer in the CNS can be visualized with GFP-TTC.